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Homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions:
Foundations and examples
KATHRYN HESS
Hopf–Galois extensions of rings generalize Galois extensions, with the coaction of
a Hopf algebra replacing the action of a group. Galois extensions with respect to a
group G are the Hopf–Galois extensions with respect to the dual of the group algebra
of G . Rognes recently defined an analogous notion of Hopf–Galois extensions in the
category of structured ring spectra, motivated by the fundamental example of the unit
map from the sphere spectrum to MU .
This article introduces a theory of homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions in a monoidal
category with compatible model category structure that generalizes the case of
structured ring spectra. In particular, we provide explicit examples of homotopic
Hopf–Galois extensions in various categories of interest to topologists, showing
that, for example, a principal fibration of simplicial monoids is a homotopic Hopf–
Galois extension in the category of simplicial sets. We also investigate the relation of
homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions to descent.
16W30, 55U35; 13B05, 55P42, 57T05, 57T30
Introduction
The goal of this paper is to lay the foundations of a theory of Hopf–Galois extensions
in monoidal model categories, generalizing both the classical case of rings (see Mont-
gomery [10] and Schauenberg [12]) and its extension to “brave new rings,” ie, ring
spectra (see Rognes [11]). We begin by recalling the classical notion.
Definition 0.1 Let k be a commutative ring, and let B be a k–algebra, endowed with
an augmentation "W B! k. Let 'W B!A be a homomorphism of k–algebras. Let
H be a bialgebra, considered as a B–algebra with trivial B–action, ie, the action is
determined by the composite B "!k !H , where  is the unit of H .
The homomorphism ' is an H –Hopf–Galois extension if A admits a right H –coaction
W A!A˝H , which is a morphism of B–algebras such that
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(1) the composite
A˝B A A˝B    !A˝B A˝H ˝H    !A˝H;
where  denotes the multiplication map of A as a B–algebra, and
(2) the induced map
B!AcoH WDAH kD fa 2A j .a/D a˝ 1g
are both isomorphisms.
Notation 0.2 The composite in (1) is usually denoted ˇW A˝B A! A˝H and
called the Galois map, while the induced map in (2) is usually denoted i W B!AcoH .
Example 0.3 Let G be a group. If 'W B!A is a G–Galois extension of commutative
rings, then it is a Hom.ZŒG;Z/–Hopf–Galois extension.
Example 0.4 Let k be a commutative ring. Let H be a Hopf algebra over k that
is flat as k–module, and let A be a flat k–algebra. Then the trivial extension A!
A˝H W a 7! a˝ 1 is an H –Hopf–Galois extension.
For further discussion of the classical theory of Hopf–Galois extensions, we refer the
reader to the article [10] by Montgomery in these proceedings.
In his monograph on Galois extensions of structured ring spectra [11], Rognes observed
that the unit map from the sphere spectrum S to MU was a S ŒBU–Hopf–Galois
extension in a homotopical sense, where
 the comultiplication S ŒBU ! S ŒBU ^ S ŒBU is induced by the diagonal
W BU! BU BU ;
 the Thom diagonal MU!MU^BUC gives rise to the coaction of S ŒBU on
MU ; and
 ˇW MU^MU ' !MU^S ŒBU is the Thom equivalence.
This article is motivated by the desire to provide a general framework in which to study
such homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions.
The generalization of Hopf–Galois extensions to categories with compatible mon-
oidal and model structures (Definition 3.2) proceeds essentially by asking that the
maps ˇ and i be weak equivalences rather than isomorphisms and by taking the
homotopy coinvariants of the coaction of H , rather than ordinary coinvariants. In
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fact we “categorify” condition (2) of Definition 0.1, promoting it to a condition on
homotopy categories of modules. As we explain in Remark 4.22, we speculate that the
“correct” definition of homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions may require categorification
of condition (1) of Definition 0.1 as well. For the purposes of this paper, we have
chosen not to do so, but further experience with this notion may lead to the consensus
that one should.
The key problem that we must solve before defining homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions
is to determine how to compute the homotopy coinvariants of a coaction, in particular
when taking multiplicative structure into account. Our discussion of this problem forms
the heart of this paper.
We begin in Section 1 by developing a framework for studying the homotopy theory of
comodules. In particular, we provide conditions under which a category of comodules
in a monoidal model category admits a reasonable model structure. In Section 2 we
explain how to define homotopy coinvariants of a coaction, in terms of the homotopy
theory defined in Section 1 and apply the theory to a number of specific categories. We
show in particular that there is a reasonable model category structure on the category
of comodules over a fixed comonoid, when the underlying category is that of simplicial
sets, simplicial monoids, chain complexes over a field or chain algebras over a field.
We then give explicit formulas for the homotopy coinvariants of a coaction in each of
these cases.
The definition of homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions is formulated in Section 3. We
show that trivial extensions are indeed homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions under rea-
sonable conditions and provide examples of homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions in the
categories of simplicial monoids and of chain algebras. Finally, in Section 4 we initiate
a study of the theory of homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions, exploring their relation to
notions of (homotopic) faithful flatness and descent, within the general framework of
the homotopy theory of comonoids over co-rings.
Essential definitions and terminology concerning model categories are recalled in the
appendix, Section 5, where we also prove useful existence results (Theorem 5.11 and
Corollary 5.15) for model structures induced from right to left across adjunctions. Our
discussion of the homotopy theory of comodules and of comodules over co-rings is
based on these existence results.
In a follow-up to this paper, the theory of homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions, including
the behavior of extensions under cobase change, extensions of commutative monoids
and the proof of one direction of the Hopf–Galois correspondence, will be developed
in greater depth. Further examples, such as the categories of rational, commutative
cochain algebras and of symmetric spectra, will also be treated.
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Notation 0.5 Let M be a category, and let A;B 2 Ob M. In these notes, the class of
morphisms from A to B is denoted M.A;B/. The identity morphisms on an object A
will often be denoted A as well.
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1 Homotopy theory of comodules
We recall the definition of comonoids and of their comodules in a monoidal category. We
then provide conditions under which the category of comodules over a fixed comonoid
admits a reasonable model category structure, inherited from that of the underlying
category.
1.1 Comonoids and their comodules
Throughout this section .M;˝; I/ denotes any monoidal category.
The following definition dualizes the familiar notion of monoids in a monoidal category.
Definition 1.1 A comonoid in M is an object C in M, together with two morphisms
in M: a comultiplication map W C ! C ˝C and a counit map "W C ! I such that
 is coassociative and counital, ie, the diagrams
C


 // C ˝C
˝C

C
 //
Š

C ˝C
C˝"yyttt
tt
tt
tt
"˝C %%JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
J C
oo
Š

C ˝C C˝ // C C ˝ I I ˝C
must commute, where the isomorphisms are the natural isomorphisms of the monoidal
structure on M.
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A comonoid .C; ; "/ that is endowed with a comonoid map W I ! C , where the
comultiplication on I is the natural isomorphism I Š!I˝I , is said to be coaugmented.
Let .C; ; "/ and .C 0; 0; "0/ be comonoids in a monoidal category .M;˝; I/. A
morphism of comonoids from .C; ; "/ to .C 0; 0; "0/ is a morphism f 2M.C;C 0/
such that the diagrams
C
f //


C 0
0

C
f //
"
>
>>
>>
>>
> C
00
"0~~ ~
~~
~~
~~
C ˝C f˝f // C 0˝C 0 I
commute.
Notation 1.2 We often abuse terminology slightly and refer to a (co)monoid simply by
its underlying object in the category M, just as we sometimes write only the underlying
category when naming a monoidal category.
Remark 1.3 If M is a symmetric monoidal category, the category Alg of monoids
in M is itself a monoidal category, where the multiplication on a tensor product of
monoids .A; / and .A0; 0/ is given by the composite
.A˝A0/˝ .A˝A0/Š .A˝A/˝ .A0˝A0/ ˝
0
    !A˝A0:
A comonoid in Alg is called a bimonoid and consists of an object H in M, together
with a multiplication W H ˝H ! H , a comultiplication W H ! H ˝H , a unit
W I !H and a counit "W H ! I , which are appropriately compatible. Note that any
bimonoid is automatically coaugmented as a comonoid, via the unit .
Definition 1.4 Let .C; ; "/ be a comonoid in a monoidal category .M;˝; I/. A right
C –comodule in M is an object M in M together with a morphism W M !M ˝C
in M, called the coaction map, such that the diagrams
M


 // M ˝C
˝C

M
 //
Š

M ˝C
M˝"yyssss
sss
sss
M ˝C M˝ // M ˝C ˝C M ˝ I
commute, where the isomorphism is the natural isomorphism of the monoidal structure
on M.
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Let .M; / and .M 0; 0/ be right C –comodules. A morphism of right C –comodules
from .M; / to .M 0; 0/ is a morphism g 2M.M;M 0/ such that the diagram
(1-1)
M


g // M 0
0

M ˝C g˝C // M 0˝C
commutes. The category of right C –comodules and their morphisms is denoted
ComodC .
Remark 1.5 The forgetful functor UC W ComodC!M admits a right adjoint  ˝C W
M! ComodC , where the action map on X ˝C is given by
X ˝W X ˝C !X ˝C ˝C:
We call X ˝C the cofree right C –comodule generated by X .
Remark 1.6 It is an easy exercise to show that a morphism W M !M ˝C in M is
a right C –coaction if and only if  is a morphism of right C –comodules, with respect
to the cofree coaction on M ˝C .
Remark 1.7 If  ˝C commutes with colimits, eg, if M is a closed monoidal category,
then all colimits exist in ComodC . On the other hand, limits do not exist in general in
ComodC . Since model categories have all finite limits, in order to study the homotopy
theory of comodules, we must restrict ourselves to cases in which at least finite limits
exist in ComodC .
The category CComod of left comodules over a comonoid C and their morphisms is
defined analogously, in terms of coaction maps W M ! C ˝M . For any object X
of M, the cofree left C –module generated by X is C ˝X , endowed with the action
map ˝X W C ˝X ! C ˝C ˝X .
Definition 1.8 Suppose that M admits equalizers. Let .M; / and .N; / be a right
and a left C –comodule, respectively. The cotensor product M C N of M and N is
the equalizer
M C N !M ˝N
M˝ //
˝N
// M ˝C ˝N;
which is computed in M. Since this construction is clearly natural in M and in N ,
there is in fact a bifunctor
 C  W ComodC  CComod!M:
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Remark 1.9 Let C be a coaugmented comonoid, with coaugmentation W I ! C . If
N D I , endowed with the left C –coaction
I Š I ˝ I ˝I   ! C ˝ I;
M C I D equal

M
M˝ //

// M ˝C

:then
In other words M C I can be seen as the object of coinvariants of the coaction  ,
justifying the notation
M coC WDM C I
that we use henceforth. A similar observation applies to N coC WD I C N for all
.N; / 2 CComod.
Example 1.10 An easy computation shows that if C is coaugmented and X ˝C is a
cofree C –comodule, then
.X ˝C /coC ŠX:
Combining multiplicative and comodule structure, we obtain the theory of comodule
algebras.
Definition 1.11 Suppose that M is symmetric monoidal, and let .H; ; ; "; / be a
bimonoid in M. There is a natural monoidal structure on ComodH which is given by
.M; /˝ .M 0; 0/D .M ˝M 0;   0/, where   0 is equal to the composite
M ˝M 0 ˝
0
   !M ˝H ˝M 0˝H Š !M ˝M 0˝H ˝H M˝M
0˝        !M ˝M 0˝H:
The unit object is I , endowed with the coaction I Š I ˝ I I˝   ! I ˝H .
Let AlgH be the category of monoids in ComodH , also known as H –comodule
algebras. Note that AlgH isomorphic to the category of H –comodules in the category
Alg of monoids in M.
Remark 1.12 Observe that ComodI DM, while AlgI D Alg.
1.2 Model categories of comodules
Let M be a model category and a monoidal category. In this section we provide
conditions under which the category of comodules over a fixed comonoid in M admits
a model category structure inherited from M.
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We recall the definition of a model category, its homotopy category and derived functors
and prove a useful existence theorem for model category structure in the appendix,
Section 5. We encourage the reader with questions about the terminology and notation
used throughout this paper to consult the appendix, Section 5. In particular, we make
frequent use of the notions of right- and left-induced model structures (Definition 5.7).
Given a model category M that is cofibrantly generated (see Hovey [7]), there is a
standard procedure for transferring a model category structure from M to another
category D, across an adjunction
F W MD WG;
where F is the left member of the adjoint pair, under certain conditions on F and G
and their relationship to the cofibrations and weak equivalences in M (cf, eg, Schwede
and Shipley [14, Lemma 2.3]). We cannot apply this technique, however, to transferring
model category structure from M to the category of comodules over a fixed comonoid C
in M, since the adjoint pair at our disposal is
UC W ComodCM W ˝C;
where UC is the forgetful functor. The model category M is on the wrong side of the
adjunction for the usual transfer arguments to apply.
In certain special cases it is nonetheless possible to define a model category structure
on ComodC that is “inherited” from that of M. We now explore two such special
cases.
1.2.1 Cartesian categories Let M be a category admitting all finite products and a
terminal object e . The triple .M;; e/ is then a monoidal category, of the special type
called a Cartesian category.
Any object C in a Cartesian category M is naturally a comonoid, where the comul-
tiplication is just the usual diagonal morphism C W C ! C C . Moreover, given
objects B and C in M, the right (or left) C –coactions on B , with respect to diagonal
comultiplication on C , are in natural, bijective correspondence with the morphisms in
M from B to C .
Indeed, if f 2M.B;C /, then the composites
B
B  ! B B Bf   ! B C
B
B  ! B B fB   ! C Band
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are right and left C –coactions on B . Inversely, if W B!BC is a right C –coaction,
then the composite
B
 ! B C pr2  ! C
is an element of M.B;C /. A similar construction works in the case of left C –coactions.
Using the universal property of the product, one can easily show that for any right
C –coaction W B! B C ,
D .B  pr2 /:
It is also immediately obvious that
pr2.B f /D f
for all f 2M.B;C /.
Henceforth, let C denote an object of the Cartesian category M, endowed with its
natural diagonal comonoid structure. The argument above shows that ComodC is
equivalent to M=C , the slice category of objects in M over C . Recall that the objects
of M=C are the morphisms in M with target C , while a morphism from f W A! C
to gW B! C is a morphism aW A! B in M such that gaD f
It is well known (cf, eg, Hirschhorn [6, Theorem 7.6.5]) that a model category structure
on M gives rise to a model category structure on M=C , in which a morphism
aW .f W A! C /! .gW B! C /
is a weak equivalence, fibration or cofibration if aW A! B is a morphism of the same
type in M. Thus, in this case, the category of comodules over C does inherit a model
structure from M, that is right-induced by the forgetful functor.
Important examples of Cartesian model categories include the categories of topological
spaces, of simplicial sets and of small categories.
1.2.2 Postnikov presentations We now apply Corollary 5.15 from the appendix to
obtaining model category structure on ComodC in the non-Cartesian case. All the
notation and terminology used below is explained in the appendix, Section 5.
The model structure described here is inspired both by the semifree models of differential
modules over differential graded algebras (see Fe´lix, Halperin and Thomas [4]) and by
the desire for fibrant replacements of comodules to be “injective resolutions”.
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Theorem 1.13 Let M be endowed with both a model category structure with Postnikov
presentation .X;Z/ and a monoidal structure .˝; I/. Let C be a comonoid in M such
that ComodC is finitely bicomplete, and let UC W ComodC !M denote the forgetful
functor. Let
WD U 1C .WEM/ and CD U 1C .CofM/:
If PostZ˝C W and for all f 2Mor ComodC there exist
(a) i 2 C and p 2 PostZ˝C such that f D pi ;
(b) j 2 C\W and q 2 PostX˝C such that f D qj ,
then W , C and3PostX˝C are the weak equivalences, cofibrations and fibrations in a
model category structure on ComodC , with respect to which
UC W ComodCM W ˝C
is a Quillen pair.
This theorem follows immediately from applying Corollary 5.15 to the adjunction
UC W ComodCM W ˝C . We call the factorizations required in hypotheses (a)
and (b) Postnikov factorizations.
Remark 1.14 In the model category structure developed in Theorem 1.13, every
C –comodule M admits a fibrant replacement
M //
 //M 0 // //e˝C ;
built inductively as follows. There is a ordinal  such that the limit of a –tower
   !M 0ˇC1
pˇC1   !M 0ˇ!   
exists and is isomorphic to M 0 , where for all ˇ < , there exist xˇC1W XˇC1!Xˇ
in X and fˇW UCM 0ˇ!Xˇ in M such that
M 0
ˇC1
pˇC1

// XˇC1˝C
xˇC1˝C

M 0
ˇ
f
]
ˇ // Xˇ˝C
is a pullback diagram in ComodC , where f
]
ˇ
is the transpose of fˇ . This is what we
think of as an “injective” or “semicofree” resolution of M .
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There are reasonable conditions under which one of the required types of Postnikov
factorization exists. We see in Section 2.2 examples of categories and comonoids for
which these conditions are satisfied.
Lemma 1.15 Let M be endowed with both a model category structure and a monoidal
structure .˝; I/. Let C be a comonoid in M such that ComodC admits pullbacks,
and let UC W ComodC !M denote the forgetful functor. Let CD U 1C .CofM/, and let
Z be a subset of FibM\WEM such that for all f 2Mor M, there exist j 2 CofM and
q 2 PostZ with f D qj .
If
(1) the C –coaction morphism W M ! M ˝ C is a cofibration in M for every
.M; / 2 Ob ComodC ,
(2)  ˝C W M!M preserves weak equivalences and cofibrations,
(3) for all i W M!N in C and all morphisms gW M!N 0 in ComodC , the induced
map .i;g/W M !N N 0 is in C, and
(4) PostZ˝C  PostZ˝C ,
then for all f 2Mor ComodC , there exist i 2 C and p 2 PostZ˝C such that f D pi .
Note that hypothesis (4) holds if, for example, ZD FibM\WEM , since then PostZD Z.
Proof Let f W M ! N be any morphism of right C –comodules. Let e denote the
terminal object in M, and consider the factorization in M
UCM //
j ""F
FF
FF
FF
F
e
Z
q

??        
;
where j is a cofibration and q 2 PostZ . Taking adjoints, we obtain a commuting
triangle in ComodC
M //
j] ##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
e˝C
Z˝C
q˝C

::ttttttttt
;
where e˝C is the terminal object in ComodC , since  ˝C preserves limits. Moreover,
j ] D .j ˝C / , where W M !M ˝C is the C –coaction on M . It follows from
hypotheses (1) and (2) that UC j ] is a cofibration in M, ie, that j ] 2 C.
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Hypothesis (3) now implies that i D .j ]; f /W M ! .Z˝C /N is also in C. Finally,
consider the pullback
.Z˝C /N //
p

Z˝C
q˝C

N // e˝C:
Since q˝C 2 PostZ˝C  PostZ˝C , the induced map pW .Z˝C /N !N is an
element of PostZ˝C as well and f D pi is the desired factorization.
It is generally more difficult to prove the existence of the second sort of Postnikov
factorization in ComodC . Rather than establishing a general result, we show that such
factorizations exist in the examples we treat in Section 2.2. We suspect that the methods
of proof we apply in these specific cases can be generalized in a relatively straightfor-
ward manner, whenever it is possible to construct Postnikov-type decompositions of
objects in M inductively.
1.3 Model categories of comodule algebras
Let .M;˝; I/ be a monoidal category that is endowed with a model category structure
as well, and let .H; ; ; "; / be a bimonoid in M. We now analyze possible model
category structures on AlgH , the category of H –comodule algebras in M. As above,
we separate the analysis into two parts: the Cartesian case and the Postnikov case.
1.3.1 Cartesian categories Let .M;; e/ be a Cartesian category and a model cat-
egory. If A is a monoid in M, then the diagonal map A! AA is a morphism of
monoids, as can be seen by a straightforward application of the universal property of
the product.
The argument in Section 1.2.1 implies that if H is a bimonoid in M, with comultipli-
cation equal to the diagonal map, then the category of H –comodule algebras in M
is isomorphic to the slice category Alg=H of monoid maps with target H . A model
structure on Alg therefore naturally gives rise to a right-induced model structure on
the category of H –comodule algebras, given by CAlgH D .U 0H / 1.CAlg/ for each of
the distinguished classes CDWE; Fib;Cof , where U 0
H
W AlgH ! Alg is the forgetful
functor [6]. It remains for us to specify the model structures on Alg that interest us.
Remark 1.16 Theorem 4.1 in [14] implies that if .M;; e/ is a cofibrantly generated,
monoidal model category satisfying the monoid axiom and if every object in M is
small relative to M, then Alg admits a cofibrantly generated model structure that is
right-induced by the forgetful functor UAlgW Alg!M. For example, as mentioned in
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Section 5 of [14], the Cartesian category .sSet;;/ of simplicial sets satisfies these
criteria.
1.3.2 Postnikov presentations Let .M;˝; I/ be a cofibrantly generated, monoidal
model category that satisfies the monoid axiom and such that all objects are small
relative to M. Let I denote the generating cofibrations of M. Let F W M!Alg denote
the free monoid functor, ie, F.X / D`n0X˝n , endowed with the multiplication
induced by the isomorphism X˝m˝X˝n ŠX˝mCn . There is an adjoint pair
F W MAlg WUAlg;
where UAlg is the forgetful functor. Theorem 4.1 in [14] implies that there is a cofibrantly
generated, right-induced model category structure on Alg where CofAlg is generated
by F.I/.
Let H be a bimonoid in M. There is a free/forgetful adjoint pair
FH W ComodH AlgH WUAlg;H ;
similar to the pair .F;UAlg/ above, where FH is defined in terms of the monoidal
structure on ComodH given in Definition 1.11. Unfortunately, the model category
structure on ComodH obtained in Theorem 1.13 is not generally cofibrantly generated,
so that we cannot directly apply the results of [14] to defining a model structure on
AlgH . It would interesting to determine conditions under which UAlg;H does right-
induce a model structure on AlgH . For example one could specify conditions under
which the model category structure on ComodH is cofibrantly generated, perhaps by
UH .I/ and UH .J /, where I and J are the generating cofibrations and generating
acyclic cofibrations in M.
The forgetful/cofree adjoint pair
U 0H W AlgH Alg W ˝H
can also give rise to an interesting model category structure on AlgH . We cannot
apply standard transfer techniques, since the cofibrantly generated model category is
on the right side of this adjunction, so we again appeal to Corollary 5.15, obtaining the
following result.
Theorem 1.17 Let .M;˝; I/ be a cofibrantly generated, monoidal model category
that satisfies the monoid axiom and such that all objects are small relative to M. Let H
be a bimonoid in M such that AlgH is finitely bicomplete, and let
U 0H W AlgH Alg W ˝H
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denote the forgetful/cofree adjoint functor pair. Let
WD .U 0
H
/ 1.WEAlg/ and CD .U 0H / 1.CofAlg/;
XD FibAlg and ZD FibAlg\WEAlg;
where Alg is endowed with the model structure right induced by the forgetful functor
UAlgW Alg!M.
If PostZ˝H W and for all f 2Mor AlgH there exist
(a) i 2 C and p 2 PostZ˝H such that f D pi ;
(b) j 2 C\W and q 2 PostX˝H such that f D qj ,
then W , C and3PostX˝H are the weak equivalences, cofibrations and fibrations in a
model category structure on AlgH , with respect to which
U 0H W AlgH Alg W ˝H
is a Quillen pair.
In Section 2.2 we examine examples of categories and bimonoids that satisfy the
hypotheses of this theorem.
2 Homotopy coinvariants
Let C be a comonoid in a monoidal model category M. In this section we define
and provide several examples of a homotopy invariant replacement of the coinvariants
functor
CoinvW ComodC !MW M !M C I:
Our strategy is to determine conditions under which the coinvariants functor is the right
member of a Quillen pair, then to define the homotopy coinvariants functor to be the
total derived right functor of Coinv under those conditions.
2.1 Deriving the coinvariants functor
Definition 2.1 Let .M;˝; I/ be a monoidal category, and let C be a comonoid
in M endowed with a coaugmentation W I ! C . The trivial comodule functor
TrivW M! ComodC is specified by Triv.X / D .X;X ˝ / for all objects X in M
and Triv.f /D f for all morphisms f .
Note that M could itself be the category of a monoids in an underlying monoidal
category, ie, the case of comodule algebras is englobed by this definition.
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Remark 2.2 It is easy to check that TrivW M! ComodC is left adjoint to the coin-
variants functor
CoinvW ComodC !MW .M; / 7!M coC DM C I:
Definition 2.3 Let C be a coaugmented comonoid in a monoidal category M. If
TrivW MComodC WCoinv is a Quillen pair, then the total right derived functor
RCoinvW Ho ComodC ! Ho M
is the homotopy coinvariants functor. If M is a right C –comodule, then a representative
of RCoinv.M / is called a model of the homotopy coinvariants of M .
Notation 2.4 In a slight abuse of notation, any model of the homotopy coinvariants
of a right C –comodule M is denoted M hcoC . Thus, if M //  //RM // //e˝C is
any fibrant replacement of M in ComodC , where e is the terminal object in M, then
.RM /coC DM hcoC .
In the following propositions, we specify conditions under which .Triv;Coinv/ is a
Quillen pair and which therefore guarantee the existence of a homotopy coinvariants
functor. We first consider the Cartesian case.
Proposition 2.5 Let .M;; e/ be a Cartesian category and a model category. If C
is any object in M, seen as a comonoid via the diagonal map W C ! C  C and
endowed with a coaugmentation W e! C , then the adjoint pair
TrivW MComodC WCoinv
is a Quillen pair, where ComodC is endowed with the model structure described in
Section 1.2.1.
Proof Since ComodC is isomorphic to M=C , this proposition follows immediately
from the definition of the model category structure on M=C (cf Section 1.2.1).
As a special case of the proposition above, we can treat coinvariants of comodule
algebras.
Corollary 2.6 Let .M;; e/ be a Cartesian category and a model category such that
the forgetful functor Alg! M right-induces a model structure on Alg. If H is a
bimonoid in M, with comultiplication equal to the diagonal map, then the adjoint pair
TrivW AlgAlgH WCoinv
is a Quillen pair.
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We now consider the case of model categories of comodules with left-induced model
structures, as in Theorem 1.13.
Proposition 2.7 Let M be endowed with both a model category structure and a
monoidal structure .˝; I/. If ComodC admits a model category structure left-induced
by UC W ComodC !M, then
TrivW MComodC WCoinv
is a Quillen pair as well.
Proof Since UC left-induces the model structure on ComodC , it is clear that Triv
preserves both cofibrations and weak equivalences.
We obtain a result for left-induced model structures on AlgH (cf Theorem 1.17) as a
special case of the proposition above.
Corollary 2.8 Let .M;˝; I/ be a monoidal category endowed with a model category
structure. Let H be a bimonoid in M. If Alg admits a model structure right-induced by
the forgetful functor UAlgW Alg!M and AlgH admits a model structure left-induced
by the forgetful functor U 0
H
W AlgH ! Alg, then
TrivW AlgAlgH WCoinv
is a Quillen pair as well.
When the model structure on AlgH is right-induced, we have the following result.
Proposition 2.9 Let .M;˝; I/ be a cofibrantly generated, monoidal model category
that satisfies the monoid axiom and such that all objects are small relative to M. Let H
be a bimonoid in M.
If ComodH admits a model category structure left-induced by UH W ComodH !M
and AlgH admits a model structure right-induced by UAlg;H WAlgH !ComodH , then
TrivW AlgAlgH WCoinv
is a Quillen pair as well, where Alg is endowed with its usual right-induced model
structure.
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Proof It is easy to check that the following diagram of functors commutes.
M
Triv

F // Alg
Triv

ComodH
FH // AlgH
Here, F and FH are the free monoid functors.
Let I be the set of generating cofibrations in M, and let i 2 I . Proposition 2.7
implies that Triv.i/ is a cofibration in ComodH . Moreover, a simple adjunction
argument shows that FH preserves cofibrations, since its right adjoint, the forgetful
functor UAlg;H W AlgH !ComodH , right-induces the model structure on AlgH . Thus,
FH ıTriv.i/ is a cofibration in AlgH for all i 2 I , ie,
Triv.FI/ CofAlgH :
Since FI generates the cofibrations in Alg and Triv is a left adjoint, it follows that
Triv.CofAlg/ CofAlgH :
A similar argument applied to the set of generating acyclic cofibrations in M implies
that TrivW Alg ! AlgH preserves acyclic cofibrations as well. We conclude that
.Triv;Coinv/ is indeed a Quillen pair.
2.2 Examples
We present in this section four examples of categories of comodules in which there is a
good definition of homotopy coinvariants.
2.2.1 Spaces Let M D Top or sSet, with their Cartesian monoidal structure. We
refer to the objects of either category as spaces.
Let Y be a space, seen as a comonoid via the diagonal map. A coaugmentation
W  ! Y consists of a choice of basepoint y0 D ./ for the space Y . Let X be
another space, and let f 2M.X;Y /, giving rise to a right Y –coaction on X as in
Section 1.2.1.
To compute the homotopy coinvariants of X with respect to the coaction induced by f ,
we first find a fibrant replacement of f W X ! Y in the category M=Y . Since the
identity map on Y is the terminal object in M=Y , a fibrant replacement of f consists
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of a commutative diagram in M
X //
 //
f !!B
BB
BB
BB
B X
0 p // //
p

Y:
D
~~}}
}}
}}
}}
Y
A model of the homotopy coinvariants of X is then
X hcoY D .X 0/coY D equal

X 0
.X 0p///
.X 0/
// X 0 Y

D p 1.y0/:
In other words, the space of homotopy coinvariants of the coaction induced by f is
exactly the homotopy fiber of f .
2.2.2 Simplicial monoids As mentioned in Remark 1.16, the category sMon of
simplicial monoids admits a cofibrantly generated model structure that is right-induced
by the forgetful functor UAlgW sMon! sSet. Let H be a simplicial monoid, seen
as a bimonoid via the diagonal map. Let A be another simplicial monoid, and let
f 2 sMon.A;H /, giving rise to a right H –coaction on A.
Since the identity map on H is the terminal object in sMon=H , a fibrant replacement
of f consists of a commutative diagram in sMon
A //
 //
f   A
AA
AA
AA
A A
0 p // //
p

H:
D}}|||
||
||
|
H
ie, p is a simplicial homomorphism and the underlying map of simplicial sets is a
Kan fibration, since the model structure of sMon is right-induced. A model of the
homotopy coinvariants of A is then
AhcoH D .A0/coH D equal

A0
.A0p///
.A0/
// A0 H

D p 1 .e/:
Note that the equalizer is computed in sMon, but that the forgetful functor to simplicial
sets preserves products and equalizers, since it is a right adjoint. In other words, the
simplicial monoid of homotopy coinvariants of the coaction induced by f is exactly
the homotopy fiber of f , which is a simplicial submonoid of A0 .
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2.2.3 Chain complexes For the sake of simplicity, we work here over a field k,
though our results probably hold over a principal ideal domain R, as long as the
comonoid we consider is R–flat.
Let MD Chk , the category of nonnegatively graded chain complexes of finite dimen-
sional k–vector spaces, also known as finite-type chain complexes. There is a model
structure on this category for which WEM is the set of quasi-isomorphisms (chain maps
inducing isomorphisms in homology), FibM is the set of chain maps that are surjective
in positive degrees and cofibrations are degreewise injections [7]. Endowed with the
usual tensor product of chain complexes, M is a monoidal model category, satisfying
the monoid axiom. The unit of the tensor product is just k itself, considered as a chain
complex concentrated in degree 0.
For any chain complex X , finite products of chain complexes commute with  ˝X ,
since a finite product of chain complexes is isomorphic to the finite coproduct of the
same chain complexes, and  ˝X commutes with colimits. Furthermore, since we are
working over a field and therefore  ˝X is left and right exact, equalizers commute
with  ˝X as well. We conclude that all finite limits commute with  ˝X .
Let C be a comonoid in M, ie, a chain (or dg) coalgebra. Since all finite limits
commute with  ˝C , the category ComodC of C –comodules is finitely complete.
Furthermore, UC creates colimits in ComodC , since  ˝C commutes with colimits,
so ComodC is cocomplete as well.
A slightly more general existence result holds for limits in ComodC . Given a family
MD fMa j a 2Ag of C –comodules such thatX
a2A
dim.Ma/n <1
for all n, the product of chain complexes
Q
a2AMa is a degreewise direct sum.
Therefore, .
Q
a2AMa/˝C Š
Q
a2A.Ma˝C /. It follows that
Q
a2AMa admits a
natural comultiplication with respect to which it is the product of the family M in
ComodC .
For all n  1, let Dn denote the chain complex that is k–free on a generator xn 1
in degree n   1 and on a generator yn in degree n, with differential d satisfying
dyn D xn 1 . For all n  0, let Sn denote the chain complex that is k–free on one
generator yn of degree n, and let pnW Dn! Sn denote the obvious projection map.
It is not difficult to check that M admits a Postnikov presentation (Definition 5.12),
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where
XD fpnW Dn! Sn j n 1g[ fp0W 0! S0g[ fp0n W Sn! 0 j n 0g
ZD fqnW Dn! 0 j n 1g:and
The goal of this section is to prove the following existence result.
Theorem 2.10 Let C be a chain coalgebra that is 1–connected (ie, C0 D k and
C1 D 0) and coaugmented. The forgetful functor UC W ComodC !M left-induces a
model structure on ComodC with Postnikov presentation .X˝C;Z˝C /.
Our strategy for proving this theorem is to show that the hypotheses of Theorem 1.13
are satisfied. In this proof we use freely the terminology and results of Section 5.2.
Note that since WD U 1
C
.WEM/, a morphism of C –comodules is in W if and only if
it is a quasi-isomorphism. Similarly, a morphism of C –comodules is an element of
CD U 1
C
.CofM/ if and only if it is degreewise injective.
In proving that the hypotheses of Theorem 1.13 are satisfied, we need to compute the
homology of certain inverse limits of towers of chain complexes. Since the homology
of an inverse limit is in general not isomorphic to the inverse limit of the homology
groups, we call upon the following useful, classical result, which is an immediate
consequence of Proposition 3.5.7 and Theorem 3.5.8 in [15].
Let C denote either the category of chain complexes or the category Ab of abelian
groups. Recall that a tower
X W op! C;
   !XˇC1
pˇC1   !Xˇ!   
p1 !X0that is,
satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition if for all ˇ < , there exists  > ˇ such that the
image of the composite X 0 !Xˇ is equal to the image of X !Xˇ for all  0 >  .
For example, if pˇ is a surjection for all ˇ , then the tower satisfies the Mittag-Leffler
condition.
Theorem 2.11 Let X W op!M be a tower of chain complexes satisfying the Mittag-
Leffler condition. If the induced tower HnX W op!Ab also satisfies the Mittag-Leffler
condition, for all n 0, then the natural homomorphism
Hq

lim
op
X

! lim
op
Hq.X /
is an isomorphism for all q .
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In particular, if X is a tower of surjective quasi-isomorphisms, then limop Xˇ!X0
is a quasi-isomorphism.
To prove that PostZ˝C W , observe first that every element qnW Dn! 0 of Z is a
surjective quasi-isomorphism, and therefore qn˝C is a surjective quasi-isomorphism as
well. It follows that for all C –comodules M , the projection map M .Dn˝C /!M ,
which comes from pulling back M ! 0 and qn ˝ C , is also a surjective quasi-
isomorphism. Thus, in any Z˝C –Postnikov tower
   !MˇC1
xqˇC1   !Mˇ!   
each xqˇC1 is a surjective quasi-isomorphism, and therefore the composition of the
tower limop Mˇ!M0 , if it exists, is also a quasi-isomorphism.
We now establish the existence of the required Postnikov factorizations, ie, hypotheses
(a) and (b) of Theorem 1.13. Hypothesis (a) is proved by showing that the hypotheses
of Lemma 1.15 are satisfied. We begin by noting that since .X;Z/ is a Postnikov
presentation of M, for all f 2 Mor M, there exist j 2 CofM and q 2 PostZ with
f D qj .
Hypothesis (1) of Lemma 1.15 is satisfied, since, for every C –comodule .M; /, the
composite .M ˝ "/ must be the identity on M , and therefore  must be injective.
Hypothesis (2) holds since we are working over a field, while hypothesis (3) follows
from the observation that if i is a degreewise injective map of comodules and g is any
map of comodules, then .i;g/ is necessarily degreewise injective. Finally, observe that
PostZ consists of projection maps X Qˇ<Dnˇ ! X for various ordinals  and
various objects X in M. Note that since we are working with finite-type complexes,
for any n the set fˇ <  j nˇ D ng is finite. On the other hand, by our finite-type
assumption, 
X 
Y
ˇ<
Dnˇ

˝C Š .X ˝C /
Y
ˇ<
.Dnˇ ˝C /;
which is obviously an element in PostZ˝C . Thus, hypothesis (4) is also satisfied, and
therefore Lemma 1.15 holds.
We prove the existence of the second sort of Postnikov factorization (hypothesis (b) of
Theorem 1.13) by an inductive argument, which is essentially dual to the usual argument
for the existence of semifree models for modules over a chain algebra [4], though
one has to be careful. The argument is formulated in terms of a certain successive
approximations to the weak equivalences in M and ComodC , defined as follows.
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Definition 2.12 Let n2N . An n–equivalence in M is a morphism of chain complexes
f W X ! Y such that Hf is degreewise injective and Hkf is an isomorphism for
all k  n. A morphism gW M !N of C –comodules is a n–equivalence if UCg is.
It is obvious that a weak equivalence is an n–equivalence for all n.
The next lemma is the base step of the inductive proof of hypothesis (b) of Theorem
1.13.
Lemma 2.13 Let C be a 1–connected chain coalgebra. If f W M ! N is any
morphism of C –comodules, then there exists a degreewise-injective 0–equivalence
i W M !M 0 and a map pW M 0!N in PostX˝C such that f D pi .
Proof Observe first that f W M !N factors as
M
.;f /   ! .M ˝C /N p
0
 !N;
where p0 is the projection map. Since UCM ! 0 is necessarily the composition of an
X–Postnikov tower, and  ˝C commutes with degreewise-finite limits, p0 2 PostX˝C .
Let N 0 D .M ˝ C /  N , and let i 0 D .; f /, which is degreewise injective and
induces a degreewise injection in homology, since HN 0 Š .HM ˝HC /˚HN .
Let K denote the cokernel of i 0 . Note that since UC is a left adjoint and therefore
preserves colimits, the chain complex underlying K is the cokernel of the chain map
underlying f .
Viewing K0 and H0K as chain complexes concentrated in degree 0, consider the
sequence of quotient maps
N 0!K!K0!H0K;
the composite of which is a chain map, denoted kW N 0!H0K . Let
k]W N 0!H0K˝C
denote the corresponding comodule map. Note that H0K ˝ C is isomorphic toQ
a2A S0 , where A is a basis of H0K .
Consider the pullback diagram
M 0
p00

// 0

N 0 k
]
// H0K˝C
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in ComodC . The fact that 0!H0K˝C is a product of maps in X˝C implies that
p00 2 PostX˝C .
To conclude, we let i W M !M 0 be the morphism induced by the pair i 0W M !N 0
and 0W M ! 0, and we let pD p0p00 . It is easy to check that i is degreewise injective
and a 0–equivalence. Moreover, p 2 PostX˝C , since it is the composite of two X˝C –
Postnikov towers. Finally, f D pi , as desired.
The inductive step of the argument proceeds as follows.
Lemma 2.14 Let C be a 1–connected chain coalgebra, and let n2N . If f W M !N
is a degreewise-injective n–equivalence of C –comodules, then there exists a degreewise
injective .nC 1/–equivalence i W M !M 0 and a map pW M 0!N in PostX˝C such
that f D pi .
Proof Let K denote the cokernel of f , computed in ComodC . As in the previous
proof, the chain complex underlying K is the cokernel of the chain map underlying f .
Considering the long exact sequence in homology induced by the short exact sequence
of complexes
0!M f !N  !K! 0;
we see that HkK D 0 for all k  n.
Let ZnC1K denote the subspace of cycles in K of degree nC1. Since we are working
over a field, we can choose a section nC1W KnC1!ZnC1K .
Viewing KnC1 , ZnC1K and HnC1K as chain complexes concentrated in degree
nC 1, consider the sequence of linear maps
N !K!KnC1
nC1   !ZnC1K!HnC1K;
where maps other than nC1 are the obvious quotient maps. Let kW N ! HnC1K
denote the composite of this sequence, which is a chain map, and let k]W N !
HnC1K˝C be the corresponding morphism of C –comodules.
Let .X; d/ be a chain complex such that H0.X; d/ D 0. Recall that there is a
“based path object” construction on .X; d/, which is an acyclic chain complex de-
noted P .X; d/, together with a fibration qW P .X; d/ ! .X; d/. More precisely,
P .X; d/D .X˚s 1.X2˚.ker d/1/;D/, where XC denotes the positive-degree part
of X , s 1 denotes desuspension, and q is the obvious quotient map. The differential D
is specified by D.x/D dx  s 1x and D.s 1x/D s 1dx .
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Note that the projection qW P .HnC1K; 0/!HnC1K is an element of PostX , since it
is isomorphic to Y
a2A
DnC1!
Y
a2A
SnC1;
where A is a basis of HnC1K . Consequently, in the pullback diagram of morphisms
in ComodC
M 0
p

// P .HnC1K; 0/˝C
q˝C

N
k] // HnC1K˝C;
the morphism p is an element of PostX˝C , since  ˝C commutes with finite products
and pullbacks commute with products.
Let d denote the differential on N . Unfolding the definition of the path object
construction and of the pullback, we see that
M 0 D  N ˚ .s 1HnC1K˝C /;D;
where Dy D dy   s 1k].y/ for all y 2 N and Ds 1z˝ c D 0 for all z 2HnC1K
and c 2 C . For degree reasons, if y 2 Nn , then Dy D dy , and if y 2 NnC1 , then
Dy D dy   s 1k.y/. Furthermore, Df .x/ D df .x/ for all x 2M , since K is the
cokernel of f . Finally, since C is 1–connected, M 0
nC1 DNnC1 .
Let i W M !M 0 be the morphism of C –comodules induced by the pair of morphisms
f W M ! N and 0W M ! P .HnC1K; 0/. It is clear that i is degreewise injective,
since f is. Furthermore, the analysis above of the structure of M 0 shows that Hi
is degreewise injective and Hk i is an isomorphism for all k  nC 1, ie, i is an
.nC 1/–equivalence. Since pi D f , we can conclude.
The proof of Theorem 2.10 is now complete.
To study homotopy coinvariants of chain coalgebra coactions, we need to understand
fibrant replacements in ComodC . We now show that the cobar construction actually
gives rise to a fibrant replacement functor on ComodC .
Let C be a 1–connected chain coalgebra. Let M and N denote connected chain
complexes, endowed with a right C –coaction W M !M ˝C and left C –coaction
W N !C˝N . Let .M IC IN / denote the conormalization of the usual cosimpicial
chain complex built from  ,  and the comultiplication on C , ie,
.M IC IN /D .M ˝T s 1CC˝N;D/;
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where T denotes the tensor algebra functor and (modulo signs, which are given by the
Koszul rule)
D.x˝ s 1c1j   js 1cn˝y/
Ddx˝ s 1c1j    js 1cn˝y˙xi ˝ s 1ai js 1c1j    js 1cn˝y
˙x˝ d.s 1c1j    js 1cn/˝y
˙x˝ s 1c1j    js 1cn˝ dy˙x˝ s 1c1j    js 1cnjs 1bj ˝yj :
Here, d denotes the differentials on both M and N , and d denotes the usual
differential on the reduced cobar construction, while .x/Dxi˝ai and .y/Dbj˝yj .
Note that .kIC Ik/ is the usual reduced cobar construction, C .
If N D C , then .M IC IC / is naturally a right C –comodule, via a “cofree” (ie,
cofree when forgetting differentials) coaction
yW .M IC IC /!.M IC IC /˝C W x˝w˝ c 7! x˝w˝ ci ˝ ci ;
where .c/D ci ˝ ci .
Let j W M !.M IC IC / W x! xi ˝ 1˝ ci , where .x/D xi ˝ ci . One can show
easily that j is a quasi-isomorphism and a map of C –comodules. It is an amusing
exercise to show that
M //
j
' // .M IC IC / // // 0
is a fibrant replacement of M in ComodC , ie, that .M IC IC /! 0 is an X˝C –
Postnikov tower (Definition 5.12). It follows that
M hcoC D.M IC IC /coC Š.M IC Ik/;
and therefore, from the classical definition of Cotor, that
HM hcoC D CotorC .M;k/;
as expected.
2.2.4 Chain algebras Let k be a field, and let M again be the category of finite-type
chain complexes of k–vector spaces. Let Alg denote the category of monoids in M.
ie, the category of finite-type chain k–algebras.
There is a model category structure on Alg in which a morphism is a fibration if it is
surjective in positive degrees, while a weak equivalence is a quasi-isomorphism. A
cofibration in Alg is a retract of the inclusion of a chain algebra .A; d/ as a subobject
of an algebra formed by free adjunction .A
`
T V;D/, where T denotes the tensor
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algebra functor. The usual tensor product of chain complexes induces a monoidal
structure on Alg, which therefore becomes a monoidal model category.
The forgetful functor from Alg to M is a right adjoint and therefore creates limits
in Alg. In particular, the chain complex underlying a finite limit of chain algebras is
isomorphic to the limit of the underlying complexes. Consequently,  ˝A commutes
with finite limits in Alg, for all chain algebras A.
Let H be a 1–connected comonoid in Alg. Since all finite limits commute with
 ˝H , the category AlgH of H –comodule algebras is finitely complete. Furthermore,
U 0
H
creates colimits in AlgH , since  ˝H commutes with colimits, so AlgH is
cocomplete as well.
By a proof very similar to that of Theorem 2.10, we can show that the category of
H –comodule algebras admits a left-induced model structure.
Theorem 2.15 Let H be a 1–connected comonoid in Alg. The forgetful functor
U 0
H
W AlgH !M left-induces a model structure on AlgH with Postnikov presentation 
FibAlg˝H; .FibAlg\WEAlg/˝H

.
The only significant difference between the proof of this theorem and that of Theorem
2.10 resides in the description of the “based path object” construction (cf Proof of
Lemma 2.14), which we must apply to the HnC1K , where K is the cokernel of an
injective morphism M ! N of H –comodule algebras. Viewing k˚HnC1K as a
algebra with trivial multiplication, let P .HnC1K; 0/ be the chain algebra with trivial
multiplication .k˚HnC1K ˚ s 1HnC1K;D/, where D is defined on generators
as in the chain complex case. Since the multiplication in this algebra is trivial, the
differential is a derivation, as required. Furthermore, the projection map
P .HnC1K; 0/! k˚HnC1K
is an algebra map, since the multiplication is trivial in both the source and the target.
The “degree reason” arguments in the proof of Lemma 2.14 still go through, in slightly
modified form, for this algebraic “based path fibration.”
As in the chain complex case, we can show that the cobar construction actually gives
rise to a fibrant replacement functor on AlgH . Corollary 3.6 of [5] states that if
A is a connected right H –comodule algebra, then the two-sided cobar construction
.AIH Ik/ admits a chain algebra structure that extends the obvious right H –module
structure. Furthermore, the quotient map qW .AIH Ik/! A is a map of algebras.
Dually, if B is a connected left H –comodule algebra, then .kIH IB/ admits a
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chain algebra structure that extends the obvious left H –module structure. A simple
computation shows that
.AIH IB/Š.AIH Ik/˝H .kIH IB/;
and therefore .AIH IB/ is also naturally a chain algebra, for any right H –comodule
algebra A and left H –comodule algebra B .
It follows from the characterization of the model structure above that if H is a 1–
connected chain bialgebra and A is any connected right H –comodule algebra, then
A //
 // .AIH IH / // // 0
is a fibrant replacement of A in AlgH , since .AIH IH /! 0 is a .FibAlg˝H /–
Postnikov tower. As in the chain complex case, we now have
AhcoH D  .AIH IH /coH Š.AIH IR/:
Remark 2.16 It is likely that the methods of proof applied to showing that the forgetful
functor left-induces model structure on the category of comodules when the underlying
category M is the category of chain complexes or of chain algebras can be generalized to
any category M in which Postnikov decompositions of objects can be built inductively
and in which there is a natural, decreasing sequence of successive approximations to
the set of weak equivalences in M. Thus, for example, based on work of Mandell and
Shipley [8] and of Dugger and Shipley [3], it is reasonable to expect that we can define
homotopy coinvariants when the underlying category is the category of symmetric
spectra or of symmetric ring spectra.
3 Homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions
Having established a rigorous theory of homotopy coinvariants, we are ready to gener-
alize the notion of Hopf–Galois extensions to monoidal model categories. Once we
have stated the definition of homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions, we present examples
of such extensions, including trivial extensions and extensions in two topologically
interesting model categories.
Convention 3.1 Throughout this section let .M;˝; I/ be a monoidal model category,
and let H be a bimonoid in M. We suppose furthermore that the category AlgH of
H –comodule algebras admits a model structure with respect to which the coinvariants
functor CoinvW AlgH ! Alg is a right Quillen functor, where Alg is endowed with a
model structure right-induced by the forgetful functor UAlgW Alg!M. Finally, any
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category of modules over a monoid in M is considered to be endowed with the model
structure right-induced by the forgetful functor.
Let B be any monoid in M. Recall that the tensor product of a right B–module M
with right action map r and a left B–module with left action map ` is the coequalizer
M ˝B˝N r˝N //
M˝`
// M ˝N !M ˝B N;
which is computed in M. Recall furthermore the definition of the trivial comodule
functor TrivW M! ComodC (Definition 2.1).
Definition 3.2 Let A be an H –comodule algebra, with right H –coaction W A!
A˝H and multiplication map W A˝A!A. Let B be a monoid in M.
Let 'W Triv.B/! A be a morphism in AlgH . The Galois map associated to ' is a
morphism ˇ' W A˝B A!A˝H in M that is equal to the composite
A˝B A A˝B    !A˝B A˝H x˝H    !A˝H;
where xW A˝B A!A is the unique morphism from the coequalizer induced by the
multiplication map of A.
The map 'W Triv.B/!A of H –comodule algebras is a homotopic H –Hopf–Galois
extension if
(1) the Galois map ˇ' is a weak equivalence in M, and
(2) there is a choice of fibrant replacement j W A //  //A0 in AlgH such that
 ˝B AhcoH W ModBModAhcoH Wi'
is a pair of Quillen equivalences, where i' W B ! AhcoH is the morphism of
monoids given by the composite
B Š  Triv.B/coH 'coH   !AcoH j coH   ! .A0/coH DWAhcoH :
Remark 3.3 The Galois map is in general not a morphism of monoids, unless  is
a morphism of monoids, ie, unless A is a commutative monoid. In Section 4.1 we
provide a categorical perspective on ˇ' , in terms of co-rings over A.
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Remark 3.4 Condition (2) in the definition above replaces the object-level condi-
tion (2) of the classical definition of Hopf–Galois extensions (Definition 0.1) with
a Morita-type category-level condition in the homotopic case. Note, however, that
condition (2) implies that if M is a cofibrant B–module such that M ˝B AhcoH is
fibrant, then i' induces a weak equivalence
iM WDM ˝B i' W M  ! i' .M ˝B AhcoH /;
which is the unit of the adjunction. In particular, if B is cofibrant as a B–module
(eg, if the unit I of the monoidal structure is cofibrant in M) and AhcoH is fibrant in
M, then i' itself is a weak equivalence, and we recover an object-level generalization
of condition (2) in Definition 0.1. In Remark 4.22 we discuss the possibility of
“categorifying” condition (1) as well.
In our study of homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions, we occasionally have need of the
following notion.
Definition 3.5 An object X in M is homotopically flat if the functor X˝ W M!M
preserves weak equivalences.
For example, all topological spaces and all simplicial sets are homotopically flat in
their respective Cartesian model categories. Moreover, the Ku¨nneth theorem implies
that any chain complex over a field is homotopically flat.
3.1 Trivial extensions
Let R be a commutative ring. As explained, eg, by Schauenburg [12, Example 2.1.2],
an R–bialgebra H (in the classical sense of the word) is a Hopf algebra (ie, admits an
antipode) if and only if H is an H –Hopf–Galois extension of R, which is true if and
only if the Galois map
H ˝H H˝    !H ˝H ˝H ˝H    !H ˝H
is an isomorphism. More generally, a trivial extension B ˝ W B ! B ˝H is H –
Hopf–Galois if and only if H is a Hopf algebra.
Motivated by this observation, we formulate the following definition.
Definition 3.6 A bimonoid H in a monoidal model category .M;˝; I/ is a Hopf
monoid if the Galois map ˇW H ˝H ! H ˝H associated to the H –comodule
algebra map W Triv.I/!H is a weak equivalence in M.
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Examples 3.7 If MDTop and H is the monoid of Moore loops on a based space X ,
then H is a Hopf monoid in M. Similarly, the chain bialgebra CH of singular chains
on H is a Hopf monoid in ChR .
We now show that if H is a Hopf monoid and B is a monoid satisfying certain
technical conditions, then the trivial extension B˝ W B ! B˝H is a homotopic
H –Hopf–Galois extension.
Remark 3.8 Observe that the following diagram commutes.
.B˝H /˝B .B˝H /
Š

.B˝H /˝B.B˝/ //
ˇB˝
**VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
V
.B˝H /˝B .B˝H /˝H
B˝H˝H

B˝H ˝H B˝H˝ //
B˝ˇ
22B˝H ˝H ˝H
B˝˝H // B˝H ˝H
It follows that ˇB˝ is a weak equivalence if ˇ is a weak equivalence and B is
homotopically flat.
We again separate our analysis into two parts: the Cartesian case and the case of model
structure on AlgH left-induced by the forgetful functor U 0H W AlgH ! Alg.
Proposition 3.9 Let .M;; e/ be a monoidal model category, where the monoidal
structure is Cartesian, such that the forgetful functor right-induces a model structure
on Alg. Let H be a Hopf monoid M, where the comultiplication is the diagonal map
W H !H H . If B is a monoid that is fibrant and homotopically flat in M, then
the trivial extension B  W B! B H is a homotopic H –Hopf–Galois extension.
Proof Since H is a Hopf monoid and B is homotopically flat, the Galois map ˇB
is a weak equivalence.
For any object X of M, the cofree comodule structure on X H arises from the
projection map X H ! H , which is a fibration in M if and only if X is fibrant
in M. In other words, X H is a fibrant H –comodule if and only if X is a fibrant
object in M. Consequently, if X is fibrant, then
.X H /hcoH D .X H /coH ŠX:
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Note that B is fibrant in Alg, since the model structure on Alg is right-induced by the
model structure on M, and B is supposed to be fibrant in M. It follows that B H is
a fibrant H –comodule algebra and therefore that
iBW B! .B H /hcoH Š B
is an isomorphism. Consequently, for any B–module M , the induced map iM W M !
M B .B H /hcoH is also an isomorphism.
In the case of left-induced model structure, we have the following result.
Proposition 3.10 Let .M;˝; I/ be a monoidal category endowed with a model cate-
gory structure. Let H be a bimonoid in M. Suppose that Alg admits a model structure
right-induced by the forgetful functor UAlgW Alg!M and that AlgH admits a model
structure left-induced by the forgetful functor U 0
H
W AlgH !Alg. If B is a monoid that
is fibrant in Alg and homotopically flat in M, then the trivial extension B!B˝H is
a homotopic H –Hopf–Galois extension.
Proof As in the previous proof, we can conclude immediately that the Galois map
ˇB˝ is a weak equivalence.
Let e denote the terminal object in M, which is also the terminal object in Alg, since
UAlg is a right adjoint. Note that e˝H is the terminal object in AlgH , since  ˝H
is also a right adjoint.
Since U 0
H
left-induces the model structure on AlgH , the cofree functor  ˝H preserves
fibrations. Thus, since B! e is a fibration of algebras, B˝H ! e˝H is a fibration
of H –comodule algebras, ie, B˝H is fibrant in AlgH . It follows that
.B˝H /hcoH D .B˝H /coH Š B
and therefore that
M ˝B i' W M !M ˝B .B˝H /hcoH
is an isomorphism for all B–modules M .
3.2 Examples
We present in this section characterizations and explicit examples of homotopic Hopf–
Galois extensions in two model categories of topological interest.
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3.2.1 Simplicial monoids Let H be a simplicial monoid, seen as a simplicial bi-
monoid, with comultiplication equal to the diagonal map. Let A be a fibrant H –
comodule algebra, ie, a simplicial monoid endowed with a simplicial homomor-
phism pW A ! H that is a Kan fibration. Let B be a simplicial monoid, and let
' 2 AlgH .Triv.B/;A/.
The computations in Section 2.2.2 imply that if ' is homotopically H –Hopf–Galois,
then B is weakly equivalent to the fiber of p , ie, ' is homotopy equivalent to a
principal fibration. Furthermore, the Galois map ˇ'
AB A AB.Ap/         !AB AH AH    !AH
is a weak equivalence.
For example, suppose that H is a simplicial group, B is a simplicial monoid that is
a Kan complex, and A is a twisted Cartesian product [9] of H and B via a twisting
function  W H ! G 1 , where G is a simplicial group acting on B via a map of
simplicial monoids ˛W BG!G . We require furthermore that  be a homomorphism
in each level, so that the componentwise multiplication in A is a simplicial map.
The projection map
AD B  H !H
is then a simplicial homomorphism and Kan fibration, ie, A is fibrant in AlgH . More-
over, the inclusion 'W B ,! A is a homotopic H –Hopf–Galois extension, since the
Galois map
AB AŠ B  .H H /!AH D .B  H /H W .b;x;y/ 7! .b;xy;y/
admits an inverse
.B  H /H ! B  .H H /!AH DW .b;x;y/ 7! .b;xy 1;y/;
ie, ˇ' is actually an isomorphism. Moreover, since B itself is one model for AhcoH ,
we can take i' to be the identity morphism of B , thereby fulfilling condition (2) of
Definition 3.2 trivially.
3.2.2 Chain algebras Let k be a field. Let H be a 1–connected bimonoid in the
category Chk of finite-type chain complexes of k–vector spaces. It is well known
that any connected bimonoid in Chk is a Hopf monoid. Indeed, the map ˇ , ie, the
composite
H ˝H H˝    !H ˝H ˝H ˝H    !H ˝H;
is actually an isomorphism.
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Let A be a connected H –comodule algebra, and let B be a connected chain algebra.
Let ' 2 AlgH .Triv.B/;A/.
Recall the computations done in Section 2.2.4. The map ' is a homotopic H –Hopf–
Galois extension only if
i' W B!AhcoH D.AIH Ik/
ˇ' W A˝B A!A˝Hand
are weak equivalences of chain algebras.
As a specific example of a homotopic H –Hopf–Galois extension, we can therefore
take the inclusion
W .AIH Ik/ ,!.AIH IH /:
.AIH IH /˝.AIH Ik/.AIH IH /Š.AIH IH /˝HSince
as H –comodule algebras, the Galois map ˇ can be identified with .AIH IH /˝ˇ .
It follows that both ˇ and the induced map i are actually isomorphisms in this case.
4 Homotopically faithful flatness and descent
In this section we initiate a program to prove a homotopic version of an important
structure theorem for Hopf–Galois extensions, due to Schneider [13], which relates
faithful flatness and descent. We begin by a general discussion of categories of modules
endowed with coactions of co-rings, of which the category of descent data is one
example.
Throughout this section, we impose the following convention.
Convention 4.1 Henceforth, .M;˝; I/ denotes a cofibrantly generated monoidal
category satisfying the monoid axiom and such that all objects are small relative to M.
All monoidal model categories are supposed to be symmetric and closed.
It follows from Theorem 4.1 in [14] that for any monoid A in M, the category ModA
admits a cofibrantly generated model structure that is right-induced by the forgetful
functor UAW ModA!M. In what follows we always assume that this is the model
structure on ModA .
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4.1 Homotopy theory of comodules over co-rings
Let .A; ; / be a monoid in M, and let AModA denote the category of A–bimodules.
It is easy to check that AModA is a monoidal category, with monoidal product  ˝A 
and unit A, as monoidal model categories are closed monoidal and therefore the tensor
product commutes with colimits on both sides.
Definition 4.2 An A–co-ring is a comonoid in .AModA; ˝A  /. In other words,
an A–co-ring is an A–bimodule W that is endowed with a coassociative, counital
comultiplication  W W !W ˝AW that is a morphism of A–bimodules.
Examples 4.3 (0) The monoid A is always trivially an A–co-ring, where the comul-
tiplication is the isomorphism A!A˝AA and the counit is the identity.
(1) Let .C; ; "/ be any comonoid in M. The tensor product A˝C is then naturally
an A–co-ring, called the trivial co-ring on C . Its left A–module action is given by
A˝A˝C ˝C   !A˝C;
and its right A–action by
A˝C ˝A Š !A˝A˝C ˝C   !A˝C;
where we have used the symmetry isomorphism C ˝ A Š A ˝ C in the second
composite. Its comultiplication  triv is equal to
A˝C A˝   !A˝C ˝C Š .A˝C /˝A .A˝C /;
while the counit triv is
A˝C A˝"   !A˝ I ŠA:
It is easy to check that both are morphisms of A–bimodules.
(2) This example resembles example (1) superficially, but does in fact differ signifi-
cantly. Let .H; H ; ;; "/ be any bimonoid in M, and let A be an H –comodule
algebra with multiplication map A and right H –coaction W A!A˝H . The tensor
product A˝H is then naturally an A–co-ring. Its left A–module action is given by
A˝A˝H A˝H     !A˝H;
and its right A–action by
A˝H ˝A A˝H˝      !A˝H ˝A˝H Š !A˝A˝H ˝H A˝H      !A˝H;
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where we have used the symmetry isomorphism H ˝ A Š A˝H in the second
composite. Its comultiplication   is equal to
A˝H A˝   !A˝H ˝H Š .A˝H /˝A .A˝H /;
while the counit  is
A˝H A˝"   !A˝ I ŠA:
It is easy to check that both are morphisms of A–bimodules. Henceforth, we denote
this co-ring W  and call it the co-ring associated to  .
(3) Let 'W B!A be any morphism of monoids in M. The canonical co-ring on '
has as underlying A–bimodule A˝BA, endowed with a comultiplication  can , which
is equal to the composite
A˝B AŠA˝B B˝B A A˝B'˝BA        !A˝B A˝B AŠ .A˝B A/˝A .A˝B A/:
As is clear from the universal property of coequalizers, the morphism xW A˝BA!A
induced by the multiplication map of A is the counit of  can .
To describe the relationship between Hopf–Galois extensions and faithful flatness, we
need to work with categories of the following sort.
Definition 4.4 Let .W;  ; / be an A–co-ring. The category MW
A
is the category
of W –comodules in the category of right A–modules. In other words, an object of
MW
A
is a right A–module M together with a morphism  W M !M ˝AW of right
A–modules such that the diagrams
M
 //


M ˝AW
˝AW

M
 //
D
$$I
II
II
II
II
I M ˝AW
M˝A

M ˝AW M˝A // M ˝AW ˝AW M
commute. Morphisms in MW
A
are morphisms of A–modules that respect the W –
coactions.
Remark 4.5 The co-ring W is itself an object in MW
A
, since  W W !W ˝AW can
be viewed as a morphism of right A–modules.
For the specific co-rings described in the examples above, we obtain particularly
interesting categories of comodules.
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Examples 4.6 (1) Let C be a comonoid, and let .W;  ; / D .A˝ C;  triv; triv/.
Then MW
A
is isomorphic to the category of A–modules endowed with a C –coaction
that is a morphism of A–modules, since
M ˝AW DM ˝AA˝C ŠM ˝C
for any right A–module M . Under this isomorphism M ˝C is endowed with the
right A–action given by the composite
M ˝C ˝AŠM ˝A˝C r˝C   !M ˝C;
where r is the right A–action on M .
(2) Let H be a bimonoid and A an H –comodule algebra with right H –coaction  .
Let .W;  ; / D .A˝H;  ; /. Then MWA is isomorphic to the category of A–
modules endowed with an H –coaction that is a morphism of A–modules, since
M ˝AW DM ˝AA˝H ŠM ˝H
for any right A–module M . Under this isomorphism M ˝H is endowed with the
right A–action given by the composite
M ˝H ˝AM˝H˝       !M ˝H ˝A˝H ŠM ˝A˝H ˝H r˝H    !M ˝H;
where r is the right A–action on M . Note that .A; / itself is an object in MW
A
.
(3) Let 'W B!A be any morphism of monoids in M, and let
W' D .A˝B A;  can; can/;
the canonical co-ring associated to ' . The category MW'
A
is isomorphic to D.'/, the
descent category associated to ' . An object of D.'/ is a right A–module M endowed
with a morphism  W M !M ˝B A such that the diagrams
M
 //


M ˝B A
˝BA

M
 //
D
%%KK
KKK
KKK
KK
M ˝B A
xr

M ˝B A M˝B'˝BA // M ˝B A˝B A M
commute, where xr is induced by the right A–action on M . We refer to .M; / as
a descent datum. The morphisms in D.'/ are A–module morphisms respecting the
structure maps.
The key to showing that MW'
A
and D.'/ are isomorphic is the observation that
M ˝AW DM ˝AA˝B AŠM ˝B A
for all right A–modules M .
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Remark 4.7 Any morphism  W W !W 0 of A–co-rings induces a functor
W MWA !MW
0
A ;
which is defined on objects by .M; /D
 
M; .M ˝A  / ı 

. If equalizers exist in
MW
A
, then  admits a right adjoint
 W 0 .W /W MW 0A !MWA ;
where for any object .M 0;  0/ in MW 0
A
,
.M 0;  0/W 0 .W /
Š ! equal

M 0˝AW
 0˝AW //
M˝A0 .˝AW / 
// M 0˝AW 0˝AW

;
the equalizer being computed in MW
A
.
To prove that  W 0 .W / truly is the right adjoint to  , note that a morphism in
MW
A
from .M; / to .M 0;  0/W 0 .W / is equivalent to a morphism
f W .M; /! .M 0˝AW;M 0˝A  /
in MW
A
such that
. 0˝AW /f D
 
M 0˝A . ˝AW / 

f:
Straightforward diagram chases then show that the composite
M
f !M 0˝AW M˝A    ! M 0˝AAŠM 0
is a morphism in MW 0
A
.
Example 4.8 Let H be a bimonoid in M, and let A be an H –comodule algebra with
H –coaction map  . Let B be a monoid in M. Let 'W Triv.B/!A be a morphism
in AlgH . The Galois map
ˇ' W A˝B A!A˝H
underlies a morphism of A–co-rings, from the canonical co-ring W' associated to '
to the co-ring W  associated to  . When checking that
.ˇ' ˝A ˇ'/ ı can D   ıˇ' ;
it is very important to remember that the right A–action on A˝H is defined using
the coaction  .
The Galois map therefore induces a functor
.ˇ'/W D.'/!MWA ;
which we call the Galois functor associated to ' .
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To discuss descent theory in a homotopical context, we need a model category structure
on MW
A
, for certain co-rings W . The next lemma, which is easy to prove, is the first
step towards obtaining the desired structure.
Lemma 4.9 Let .W;  ; / be an A–co-ring. The forgetful functor UW W MWA !
ModA admits a left adjoint   ˝A W W ModA ! MWA , where the W –coaction on
M ˝AW is defined to be
M ˝A  W M ˝AW !M ˝AW ˝AW:
We can now apply the machinery of Section 5.2, in particular Corollary 5.15, to
deducing the existence of model category structure on MW
A
.
Theorem 4.10 Assuming Convention 4.1, let A be a monoid in M. Let W be an
A–co-ring such that MW
A
is finitely bicomplete, and let UW W MWA !ModA denote
the forgetful functor. Let
WD U 1C .WEModA/ and CD U 1C .CofModA/;
XD FibModA ˝AW and ZD .FibModA \WEModA/˝AW:
If PostZ W and for all f 2Mor MWA there exist
(a) i 2 C and p 2 PostZ such that f D pi ;
(b) j 2 C\W and q 2 PostX such that f D qj ,
then W , C and1PostX are the weak equivalences, cofibrations and fibrations in a model
category structure on MW
A
, with respect to which
UW W MWA ModA W ˝AW
is a Quillen pair.
Remark 4.11 If  W W !W 0 is a morphism of A–co-rings such that both MW
A
and
MW 0
A
admit model structures left-induced by forgetting comodule structure, then it is
easy to see that the induced functor W MWA !MW
0
A
preserves both cofibrations and
weak equivalences. It follows that
W MWA MW
0
A W W 0 .W /
is a Quillen pair, which is a Quillen equivalence if for all cofibrant objects .M; / in
MW
A
and all fibrant objects .M 0;  0/ in MW 0
A
, a morphism in MW
A
f W .M; /! .M 0;  0/W 0 .W /
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is a weak equivalence if and only if its transpose
f [W .M; /! .M 0;  0/
is a weak equivalence. In particular, if .M; / is cofibrant in MW
A
and .M; / is
fibrant in MW 0
A
, then the unit of the adjunction
M W .M; /! .M; /W 0 .W /
must be a weak equivalence in MW
A
, if  is a Quillen equivalence.
Recall that, because of our choice of model structure on MW
A
, an object .M; / is
cofibrant in MW
A
if and only if the underlying A–module M is cofibrant in ModA and
that a morphism in MW
A
is a weak equivalence if and only if the underlying morphism
in M is a weak equivalence.
4.2 The structure theorem
Schneider’s structure theorem relates H –Hopf–Galois extensions of rings 'W B!A
and the category MW
A
. Before stating the theorem, we need to introduce yet another
pair of adjoint functors. Recall that, if H is a bimonoid and A is an H –comodule
algebra, we can view the objects in MW
A
as A–modules M equipped with an H –
coaction  W M !M ˝H that is a morphism of A–modules. This is the point of view
adopted in the definition below.
Definition 4.12 Let H be a bimonoid in M, and let A be an H –comodule algebra
with H –coaction map  . Let B be a monoid in M. Let 'W Triv.B/ ! A be a
morphism in AlgH , and let W denote the co-ring .A˝H;  ; /.
The –induction functor
IndW ModAcoH !MWA
is defined on objects by
Ind.M /D .M ˝AcoH A;M ˝AcoH /;
while the –coinvariants functor
. /coW MW
A
!ModAcoH ;
is defined on objects so that for all .M; /,
.M; /co
Š ! equal.M  //
M˝
// M ˝H /;
where the equalizer is computed in ModAcoH .
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Remark 4.13 It is not difficult to show that .Ind; . /co/ is an adjoint pair.
We can now state Schneider’s structure theorem.
Theorem 4.14 [13] Let k be a commutative ring, and let H be a k–flat Hopf algebra.
The following are equivalent for any H –comodule algebra A, with coinvariant algebra
B DAcoH .
(1) The inclusion B ,! A is an H –Hopf–Galois extension, and A is a faithfully
flat B–module.
(2) The functor IndW ModB!MWA is an equivalence, where  denotes the H –
coaction on A.
In [12] Schauenburg provides an elegant proof of Schneider’s theorem, based on the
characterization of faithfully flat ring extensions in terms of descent. Our goal is
to construct a homotopic version of Schauenburg’s argument, in order to prove an
analogue of Schneider’s theorem.
Constructing an argument like Schauenburg’s requires that we specify what we mean
by faithful flatness of monoid extensions in model categories. We begin by recalling
how faithfully flat descent works for rings.
Definition 4.15 The canonical descent datum functor
CanW ModB! D.'/;
is defined on objects by Can.M /D .M ˝B A; M /, with M DM ˝B '˝B A. The
functor Can admits a right adjoint
CoinvW D.'/!ModB;
Coinv.N; /D equal.N  //
N˝B'
// N ˝B A/:where
We can now formulate faithfully flat descent for rings, for which one reference is [1].
The formulation we choose is based on Theorem 4.5.2 in [12].
Theorem 4.16 Let 'W B! A be an inclusion of rings. The functor CanW ModB!
D.'/ is an equivalence of categories, with inverse CoinvW D.'/!ModB , if and only
if A is faithfully flat as a B–module.
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The definition of homotopic faithful flatness proposed here is inspired by this theorem.
We begin by showing that the adjoint pairs introduced in this section are Quillen pairs,
under appropriate hypotheses.
Convention 4.17 Henceforth we suppose that the canonical co-ring W' associated
to ' and the co-ring W associated to  are such that the forgetful functors to ModA
left-induce model category structure on MW
A
for W DW' ;W and therefore on D.'/.
For example, if the hypotheses of Theorem 4.10 are satisfied, then this convention
holds.
Lemma 4.18 Assuming Conventions 4.1 and 4.17, let H be a bimonoid in M, and
let A be an H –comodule algebra with H –coaction map  . Let B be a monoid in
M. Let 'W Triv.B/ ! A be a morphism in AlgH , and let W denote the co-ring
.A˝H;  ; /.
The adjoint pairs
IndW ModAcoH !MWA W. /co
CanW ModBD.'/ WCoinvand
are Quillen pairs.
Proof We do the proof for the pair .Can;Coinv/; the case of the other pair is essentially
identical. Let I and J denote the sets of generating cofibrations and of generating
acyclic cofibrations of M, respectively. The sets of generating cofibrations and the
generating acyclic cofibrations of ModB are then I˝B and J ˝B , while those of
ModA are I˝A and J ˝A. Recall that in a cofibrantly generated model category,
any (acyclic) cofibration is a retract of the composition of a directed system
M0!M1!    !Mˇ!MˇC1!   
where MˇC1 is obtained from Mˇ by pushing out along a generating (acyclic) cofi-
bration.
Since the model structure on D.'/ is left-induced by the forgetful functor to ModA , if
i ˝B is an (acyclic) generating cofibration in ModB , then
Can.i ˝B/D .i ˝B/˝B AD i ˝A
is an (acyclic) cofibration in D.'/. Recall that the set of cofibrations in a model
category is closed under pushouts, direct limits and retracts. Consequently, the image
of any (acyclic) cofibration under the functor Can is an (acyclic) cofibration, as Can
preserves both colimits and retracts.
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We can now formulate a homotopic version of faithful flatness, motivated by Theorem
4.16.
Definition 4.19 Let 'W B!A be a morphism of monoids in M. The monoid A is
homotopically faithfully flat over B if
CanW ModBD.'/ WCoinv
is a Quillen equivalence.
In other words, A is homotopically faithfully flat over B if for any cofibrant B–
module M and fibrant descent datum .N; /, a morphism of B–modules
f W M ! Coinv.N; /D equal

N
 //
N˝B'
// N ˝B A

is a weak equivalence if and only if its transpose
f [W .M ˝B A;M ˝B '˝B A/! .N; /
is a weak equivalence of descent data. In particular, if M is a cofibrant B–module and
.M ˝B A;M ˝B '˝B A/ is a fibrant descent datum, then the unit of the adjunction
M W M ! Coinv.M ˝B A;M ˝B '˝B A/
must be a weak equivalence if A is homotopically faithfully flat over B .
We conjecture that the following analogue of Lemma 2.3.5 in [12] should hold, at least
under strong enough conditions on ' .
Conjecture 4.20 Assuming Conventions 4.1 and 4.17, let H be a bimonoid in M.
Suppose that the category AlgH of H –comodule algebras admits a model structure
with respect to which the coinvariants functor CoinvW AlgH ! Alg is a right Quillen
functor.
Let A be an H –comodule algebra, and let 'W Triv.B/!A be a morphism in AlgH ,
with associated Galois map ˇ' W A˝B A!A˝H .
If ' is a homotopic H –Hopf–Galois extension, then
.ˇ'/W D.'/MWA W A˝H .ˇ'/.A˝B A/
is a pair of Quillen equivalences.
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Remark 4.21 If ˇ' W A˝B A!A˝H is actually an isomorphism, then it follows
from the proof of Lemma 2.3.5 in [12] that .ˇ'/ is an equivalence of categories. The
conjecture therefore holds for those homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions, like both of
those treated in Section 3.2, such that ˇ' is an isomorphism.
Remark 4.22 It might be appropriate to render this conjecture a tautology, by replacing
condition (1) in the definition of homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions (Definition 3.2)
by the following condition.
(10 ) The Galois functor
.ˇ'/W D.'/!MWA
is a Quillen equivalence.
This modification would certainly be in the spirit of condition (2) in Definition 3.2,
which is also a category-level, rather than object-level, description. Further experience
with explicit Hopf–Galois extensions should make it clear which is actually the “correct”
definition of homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions.
Remark 4.23 To prove this conjecture for arbitrary ' , if we choose not to render it a
tautology, it may be necessary to weaken slightly the definition of a descent datum and
to work with “homotopic descent data,” rather than strict descent data.
We can now formulate and prove a homotopic version of Schneider’s theorem, at least
under the hypothesis that the conjecture above is true.
Recall the adjunction
 ˝B AhcoH W ModBModAhcoH Wi'
from Definition 3.2, which is a pair of Quillen equivalences if ' is a homotopic
Hopf–Galois extension.
Theorem 4.24 Assume Conventions 4.1 and 4.17. Let H be a bimonoid in M such
that the category AlgH of H –comodule algebras admits a model structure with respect
to which the coinvariants functor CoinvW AlgH ! Alg is a right Quillen functor.
Let A be a H –comodule algebra with fibrant underlying object in M. Let B be a
monoid such that the functor M ˝B  W BMod!M commutes with equalizers up to
weak equivalence. Let 'W Triv.B/!A be a morphism in AlgH such that A is cofibrant
as a B–module and M ˝B A is fibrant in MWA for all cofibrant B–modules M .
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If Conjecture 4.20 holds, then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) The monoid map ' is a homotopic H –Hopf–Galois extension, and A is homo-
topically faithfully flat over B .
(2) The functor Ind ı. ˝B AcoH /W ModB!MWA is a Quillen equivalence.
Proof Our proof is inspired by the proof of Corollary 2.3.6 in [12]. We begin by
observing that the following diagram of functors clearly commutes.
(4-1)
D.'/
.ˇ'/ //
Coinv ##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
MW
A
i'ı. /co{{www
ww
ww
w
ModB
.1/) .2/ Conjecture 4.20 implies that .ˇ'/ is a Quillen equivalence. On the other
hand, by definition of homotopic faithful flatness, Coinv is a Quillen equivalence. We
conclude from diagram (4-1) that i' ı . /co is a Quillen equivalence, which implies
that its left adjoint, Ind ı. ˝B AcoH /, is also a Quillen equivalence.
.2/) .1/ The hypothesis that  ˝B A is a Quillen equivalence implies that the unit
of the adjunction
M W M ! i' .M ˝B A;M ˝B /co
is a weak equivalence in ModB for all cofibrant B–modules M , since M ˝B A is
fibrant in MW
A
by hypothesis. In particular, since A is supposed to be cofibrant as a
B–module,
AW A  ! i' .A˝B A;A˝B /co
is a weak equivalence.
Observe that since ˇ' is a morphism of co-rings, it can also be viewed as a morphism
in MW
A
. Moreover, the following diagram commutes, thanks to the universal property
of the equalizer.
A
A //
D ((PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
i' .A˝B A;A˝B /co
i'.ˇ'/co

i' .A˝H;A˝/co ŠA
Thus, i' .ˇ'/co is a weak equivalence. Moreover, the fibrancy hypothesis on A implies
that R.i' ı . /co/.ˇ'/D i' .ˇ'/co , whence ˇ' must also be a weak equivalence,
since R.i' ı . /co/ is an equivalence of categories.
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To conclude that ' is a homotopic Hopf–Galois extension, observe that for any cofibrant
B–module M , the unit map M is equal to the composite
M
iM  ! i' .M ˝B AcoH /
i'uM    ! i' .M ˝B A;M ˝B /co;
where uM W M ˝B AcoH ! .M ˝B A;M ˝B /co is the morphism of AcoH –
modules induced by the natural map uW AcoH !A. Since M ˝B   commutes with
equalizers up to weak equivalence, uM and therefore also i'uM are weak equivalences.
Consequently, iM is a weak equivalence for all cofibrant M and therefore i' is a
Quillen equivalence.
Since ' is a homotopic Hopf–Galois extension, it follows from Conjecture 4.20 that
.ˇ'/ is a Quillen equivalence. The commuting diagram (4-1) then implies that Coinv
is a Quillen equivalence, ie, that ' is homotopically faithfully flat.
Remark 4.25 Note that it follows from the proof above that, under the various cofi-
brancy and fibrancy conditions, ' is a homotopic Hopf–Galois extension whenever
 ˝B A is a Quillen equivalence, without any need of Conjecture 4.20, which serves
only to make the connection with homotopical faithful flatness.
5 Appendix: Model categories and derived functors
5.1 Definitions and terminology
We recall here certain elements of the theory of model categories, primarily to fix
notation and terminology.
Definition 5.1 A model category consists of a category M, together with classes of
morphisms WE; Fib;Cof Mor M that are closed under composition and contain all
identities, such that the following axioms are satisfied.
(M1) All finite limits and colimits in M exist.
(M2) Let f W A //B and gW B //C be morphisms in M. If two of f , g ,
and gf are in WE, then so is the third.
(M3) The classes WE, Fib and Cof are all closed under taking retracts.
(M4) Given a commuting diagram in M
A
f //
i

E
p

X
g // B;
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there is a morphism hW X !E such that phD g and hi D f if
(a) i 2 Cof and p 2 Fib\WE, or
(b) i 2 Cof \WE and p 2 Fib.
(M5) If f 2Mor M, then there exist
(a) i 2 Cof and p 2 Fib\WE such that f D pi , and
(b) j 2 Cof \WE and q 2 Fib such that f D qj .
The homotopy category of a model category M, denoted Ho M, is the localization
of M with respect to WE.
By analogy with the homotopy structure in the category of topological spaces, the
morphisms belonging to the classes WE, Fib and Cof are called weak equivalences,
fibrations, and cofibrations and are denoted by decorated arrows  // , // // , and
// // . The elements of the classes Fib\WE and Cof \WE are called, respectively,
acyclic fibrations and acyclic cofibrations. Since WE, Fib and Cof are all closed under
composition and contain all isomorphisms, we can and sometimes do view them as
subcategories of M, rather than simply as classes of morphisms.
Axiom (M1) implies that any model category has an initial object  and a terminal
object e . An object A in a model category is cofibrant if the unique morphism
 //A is a cofibration. Similarly, A is fibrant if the unique morphism A //e
is a fibration.
When defining homotopy coinvariants, we need the following notion.
Definition 5.2 Let M and M0 be model categories. A pair of adjoint functors
F W MM0 WG
is a Quillen pair if F preserves cofibrations and G preserves fibrations.
Remark 5.3 As is well known [7], .F;G/ is a Quillen pair if and only if F preserves
both cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations, which is true if and only if G preserves
fibrations and acyclic fibrations.
Proposition 5.4 A Quillen pair F W MM0 WG induces a pair of adjoint functors
LF W Ho M Ho M0 WRG:
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Remark 5.5 For any objects X of M and X 0 of M0 , LF.X / is represented by
F.QX / and RG.X 0/ by G.RX 0/, where ∅ // //QX  // //X is a cofibrant replace-
ment of X and X 0 //  //RX 0 // //e is a fibrant replacement of X 0 .
Definition 5.6 Let M and M0 be model categories. A Quillen pair
F W MM0 WG
is a Quillen equivalence if for every cofibrant object X in M and every fibrant object
X 0 in M0 , a morphism f W X ! GX 0 is a weak equivalence in M if and only if its
transpose f [W FX ! X 0 is a weak equivalence in M0 . It follows that .LF;RG/ is
an equivalence of categories.
5.2 Induced model structures
A common way of creating model structures is by transfer across adjunctions. We
need in this article to use both right-to-left and left-to-right transfer, as specified in the
following definition.
Definition 5.7 Let GW C!M be a functor, where M is a model category. A model
structure on C is right-induced from M if WECDG 1.WEM/ and FibCDG 1.FibM/.
Let F W C!M be a functor, where M is a model category. A model structure on C is
left-induced from M if WEC D F 1.WEM/ and CofC D F 1.CofM/.
Remark 5.8 In general, functors to model categories do not induce model structures
on their sources. If, however, M is cofibrantly generated, and GW C!M admits a left
adjoint F , then there are well-known conditions on F and G and their relation to the
generating (acyclic) cofibrations in M that ensure the existence of a right-induced model
structure on C (cf, eg, [6, Theorem 11.3.2]). Left induction is less well understood,
probably because fibrantly generated model categories are rare.
The next theorem is key to determining conditions under which left-induced model
structures exist. Before stating the theorem, we introduce a bit of useful notation.
Notation 5.9 Let X be any subset of morphisms in a category C.
(1) The closure of X under formation of retracts is denoted X, ie,
f 2X ” 9 g 2 X such that f is a retract of g :
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(2) The set of morphisms with the right lifting property with respect to X is denoted
RLP.X/. In other words, a morphism pW E ! B is in RLP.X/ if for any
commuting diagram in C
A
f //
i

E
p

X
g // B;
where i 2 X, there is a morphism hW X !E such that phD g and hi D f .
Remark 5.10 Note that if Y  RLP.X/, then Y  RLP.X/. Furthermore, RLP.X/ is
clearly closed under pullbacks and inverse limits. Finally, recall that in any model
category FibD RLP.Cof \WE/ and Fib\WED RLP.Cof/.
Theorem 5.11 Let C be a finitely bicomplete category, and let W;C;P;Q be subsets
of morphisms in C that are closed under composition, contain all identities and satisfy
the following conditions.
(1) Let f W A // B and gW B // C be morphisms in M. If two of f , g , and
gf are in W , then so is the third.
(2) WDW and CD C.
(3) (a) P RLP.C/.
(b) Q RLP.C\W/.
(4) If f 2Mor C, then there exist
(a) i 2 C and p 2 P such that f D pi ;
(b) j 2 C\W and q 2 Q such that f D qj .
(5) PW .
Then W , C and Q are the weak equivalences, cofibrations and fibrations in a model
category structure on C.
Proof Axioms (M1), (M2), (M3) and (M5)(b) are satisfied simply by hypothesis if W ,
C and Q are the weak equivalences, cofibrations and fibrations we consider. Axiom
(M4)(b) follows easily from hypothesis (3)(b), by Remark 5.10.
To conclude, we show that Q\WD bP;
which, together with (3)(a) above, implies (M4)(a) and, together with (4)(a) above,
implies (M5)(a).
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Let .gW E!B/2RLP.C\W/. By hypothesis (4)(b), there exist .j WE!E0/2C\W
and .qW E0! B/ 2 Q such that g D qj . There is thus a commutative diagram
E
D //
j

E
g

E0
q // B
where j 2 C\W and g 2 RLP.C\W/. It follows that there exists r W E0!E such
that gr D q and rj D IdE , and therefore the diagram
E
g

j // E0
q

r // E
g

B
D // B D // B
commutes, ie, g is a retract of q .
We have thus established that RLP.C\W/Q, which, together with hypothesis (3)(b)
and Remark 5.10, implies that
RLP.C\W/DQ:
A similar argument, applying hypotheses (4)(a) and (3)(a) and Remark 5.10, shows that
RLP.C/DP
and therefore that PQ:
Conditions (2) and (5) then imply that
PQ\W:
Let .qW E  ! B/ 2 Q\W . By hypothesis (4)(a), there exist .i W E ! B0/ 2 C and
.pW B0!B/ 2 P such that q D pi . By hypotheses (1) and (5), i 2W . There is thus a
commutative diagram
E
D //
i

E
q

B0
p // B
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where i 2C\W and q 2Q\WRLP.C\W/. It follows that there exists r W B0!E
such that qr D p and r i D IdE , and therefore the diagram
E
q

i // B0
p

r // E
q

B
D // B D // B
commutes, ie, q is a retract of p . Thus, Q\W P, and we can conclude.
We apply Theorem 5.11 to proving the existence of left-induced model structures,
where the set of fibrations is generated by the particular type of morphism described in
the definition below.
Definition 5.12 Let X be a set of morphisms in a category C that is closed under
pullbacks. If  is an ordinal and Y W op! C is a functor such that for all ˇ < , the
morphism YˇC1! Yˇ fits into a pullback
YˇC1

// XˇC1
xˇC1

Yˇ
kˇ // Xˇ
for some xˇC1W XˇC1! Xˇ in X and kˇW Yˇ! Xˇ in C, while Y WD limˇ< Yˇ
for all limit ordinals  < , then the composition of the tower Y
lim
op
Yˇ! Y0;
if it exists, is an X–Postnikov tower. The set of all X–Postnikov towers is denoted
PostX .
A Postnikov presentation of a model category M is a pair of sets of morphisms X and
Z satisfying
FibM D1PostX and FibM\WEM D1PostZ
and such that for all f 2Mor M, there exist
(a) i 2 Cof and p 2 PostZ such that f D pi ;
(b) j 2 Cof \WE and q 2 PostX such that f D qj .
Remark 5.13 For any X, the set PostX is closed under pullbacks, since inverse limits
commute with pullbacks. Furthermore, PostX is clearly closed under composition as
well.
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Remark 5.14 Let X and Y be two classes of morphisms in a category C admitting
pullbacks and inverse limits. It is a straightforward exercise to show that if X 
RLP.Y/, then PostX  RLP.Y/ as well, and therefore1PostX  RLP.Y/. In particular,
.FibM; FibM\WEM/ is always a Postnikov presentation of a model category M.
Corollary 5.15 Let M be a model category with Postnikov presentation .X;Z/. Let C
be a finitely bicomplete category, and let F W CM WG be an adjoint pair of functors.
Let WD F 1.WEM/ and CD F 1.CofM/:
If PostG.Z/ W and for all f 2Mor C there exist
(a) i 2 C and p 2 PostG.Z/ such that f D pi ;
(b) j 2 C\W and q 2 PostG.X/ such that f D qj ,
then W , C and3PostG.X/ are the weak equivalences, cofibrations and fibrations in a
model category structure on C, with respect to which F W CM WG is a Quillen pair.
Note that .G.X/;G.Z// is a Postnikov presentation of the left-induced model structure
on C.
Proof To obtain a left-induced model structure on C, we need to show that hypotheses
(1)–(5) of Theorem 5.11 are satisfied, where PD PostG.Z/ and QD PostG.X/ . Note
that hypotheses (4)(a) and (b) are exactly the hypotheses (a) and (b) of this corollary,
while hypothesis (5) is a hypothesis of this corollary as well.
Since WEM satisfies axiom (M2) for model categories, it is clear that W satisfies
hypothesis (1) of Theorem 5.11. Moreover, axiom (M3) for WEM and CofM can easily
be seen to imply hypothesis (2) of Theorem 5.11, as functors preserve retracts.
To prove (3)(a), consider first a commuting diagram in C
A
f //
i

GE
Gp

X
g // GB;
where i 2 C and p 2 Z, which gives rise, via the adjunction between F and G to a
commuting diagram in M
FA
f [ //
Fi

E
p

FX
g[ // B:
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Since Fi 2CofM and p2FibM\WEM , axiom (M4)(a) implies that there is a morphism
hW FX !E such that p ıhD g[ and hıFi D f [ . Applying the adjunction between
F and G again, we obtain a commutative diagram
A
f //
i

GE
Gp

X
g //
h]
=={{{{{{{{
GB
G.Z/ RLP.C/;and thus
which implies by Remark 5.14 that
PostG.Z/  RLP.C/:
PostG.X/  RLP.C\W/;Similarly,
ie, hypothesis (3)(b) is satisfied as well.
To see that the adjoint pair .F;G/ is a Quillen pair with respect to the newly defined
model structure on C, observe first that since G is a right adjoint, it preserves limits.
Thus, the inclusion G.Z/  RLP.C/ implies, in conjunction with Remark 5.10, that
G.PostZ/  RLP.C/. Since RLP.C/ is closed under taking retracts and G preserves
retracts, it follows that
G.FibM\WEM/DG.1PostZ / RLP.C/D FibC\WEC:
Similarly, G.FibM/ RLP.C\W/D FibM:
Remark 5.16 Let M be a model category with Postnikov presentation .X;Z/. Let C
be a bicomplete category, and let F W CM WG be an adjoint pair of functors. Let
WD F 1.WEM/ and CD F 1.CofM/:
One can impose additional, reasonable conditions on the adjunction .F;G/ that guar-
antee that PostG.Z/ W . For example, if
(1) for all pW E! B in Z and for all gW Y !GB in C,
F.Y GB GE xp ! Y / 2WEM;
where xp is the induced morphism from the pullback of Gp and g to Y ,
(2) F preserves inverse limits, and
(3) the composition of a tower of weak equivalences in M is a weak equivalence,
then it is an easy exercise to show that PostG.Z/ W .
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